Steve – see the charts in the pages below.
These are a interesting series of dates. Essentially focusing up the Sun 90 deg to Pluto and Conjuction to
Uranus over the 12th April and the 17th April dates.
March 1st is a very idealistic day for ‘clarifying the vision’, with a touch of impatience…….
Uranus square Pluto has been going on since 2012 – 15. It is an aspect of ‘out with the old and in with the
more appropriate new’. We are now three years down the track from it, so these tense aspects of the Sun
and so on, are involved in the birthing of the changes, that have been set in motion during the actual
square. The Sun helps to personalize the changes, so the events can be directly related to us , the
individuals, however it can also be a point where we connect ourselves personally to the global issues that
need changing as well, so we get involved……..These are ‘waning squares’ so crisis / developmental points in
the ‘unfolding growth process’, rather than the ‘completing process’
The ‘pocket rocket’ in these charts is the Saturn Mars Pluto conjunction in Capricorn, with Mars not far off
the midpoint of Saturn and Pluto…….the Sun will transit this group from the 1st till the 12th April. There is
plenty of pent up frustration and anger in their…….talking of a violent release or authoritarian desires for
more control or both……so passions are high.
The 12th has Sun square Pluto - and tensions like this are a ‘volcanic and nuclear’ combination. Chenobyl
occurred on a Sun oppose Pluto, Three Mile Island had the Moon oppose Pluto with the Sun 10 days away,
while the Fukishima accident has Mercury and Jupiter square Pluto, with the Sun still 14 days away, but part
of a 7 planets stellium hooked onto Mercury and Jupiter……… So a time for accidents, but also for powerful
actions to be implemented. There are a fantastic common sense options available for the problems, making
the needed developments seem so very obvious, now. Venus ensures you will have a friendly community of
support. Mercury is a little indecisive. Details slow down the ‘big options’ – Keep it simple. Go with what
is obvious.
While the 17th has the New Moon and Uranus action, which again helps to radically bring in the ‘new’,
based upon actions taken on the 12th. Friends are still there and so is the common sense options.
Mercury is still throwing in too many options, so some indecision is around but all good in periods of
change, so keep it simple…….
On the global front more of what is real, will come out……the ‘changing of the guard’ appears to be well
underway, and so more reality of this should appear now. I doubt the USA will do anything stupid, but the
changing of the guard should take one more step forward.
The Sabian Symbol for 22 Leo – Pluto’s position – is ‘A carrier pigeon completing its mission………the image
of the World Server’……
One more doorway period in ‘the process’
(compiled by Glen Atkinson – www.garudabd.org)
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